
October 2021 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the October 2021 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

We have several bird species monographs worth mentioning: Pelagic Publishing has announced
The Wryneck: Biology, Behaviour, Conservation and Symbolism of Jynx torquilla for February; a new monograph from Richard Sale, The Eurasian Hobby, is due later this
month; and Comstock will publish Vultures of the World: Essential Ecology and Conservation in March. Famed ornithologist Tim Birkhead is working on
Birds and Us: A 12,000 Year History, from Cave Art to Conservation, also due in March from Viking Books.

For entomologists we have stock of The Orthoptera of Rutland, while John Beaufoy Publishing has announced the second edition of
A Naturalist's Guide to the Butterflies of Australia for February. Titles covering other invertebrates include the paperback release of
Biology and Evolution of the Mollusca, Volume 1 and Volume 2, as well as
Tropical Deep-Sea Benthos, Volume 32: Azooxanthellate Scleractinia (Cnidaria, Anthozoa) from New Caledonia, which has just been published by the Paris Muséum
National d'Histoire Naturelle.

Three notable titles on wildlife conservation are The Ferals that Ate Australia: Dangerous Predators and Ravenous Herbivores: The Story of Australia's Feral Nightmare,
recently published by ABC Books; What Works in Conservation 2021, which is an annual publication; and the paperback of
Restoring the Wild: Sixty Years of Rewilding Our Skies, Woods and Waterways, due March from HarperCollins. Other environmental issues are explored in the paperback
of Naomi Klein's How To Change Everything: The Young Human's Guide to Protecting the Planet and Each Other, due February from Penguin Books;
The Environmentalist's Dilemma: Promise and Peril in an Age of Climate Crisis, due November from ECW Press; and Thor Hanson's
Hurricane Lizards and Plastic Squid: How the Natural World is Adapting to Climate Change, due February from Icon Books.

Two notable ecology books are Oxford University Press's Ecology of a Changed World, due January, and Springer's
Earth, Our Living Planet: The Earth System and its Co-Evolution With Organisms. Palaeontology this month comes in the shape of the paperback of
The Origin of Snakes: Morphology and the Fossil Record, while virology is represented by the second edition of Understanding Coronavirus from Cambridge University
Press.

For those readers who are planning trips overseas, you might want to take a look at the
Traveler's Pocket Field Guide to Wildlife of the Pantanal: Illustrated Checklist with Maps or the third edition of A Visitor's Guide to the Falkland Islands, both of which are in
stock. But for those readers staying at home, we have several fascinating reads with Mistletoe Winter by Roy Dennis, due October from Saraband;
The White Birch: A Russian Reflection from Corsair; Slime: A Natural History, due November from Granta; and a biography,
The Ocean's Whistleblower: The Remarkable Life and Work of Daniel Pauly, due November from Greystone Books.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch. In the
meantime, stay safe and keep well.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
The Genus Carabus in the Carpathian Basin (Coleoptera, Carabidae)
Systematics, Faunistics and Iconography
Imre Retezár(Author), Győző Szél(Author)
This monograph provides a systematic revision of the beetle genus Carabus in the Carpathian
Basin. Different chapters cover a historical overview of the systematics of the genus, a checklist
and identification key, a description of the morphology,...

347 pages | 203 plates with colour photos; 35 colour distribution maps |
Szerzői Kiadás

Hardback #255053 2021 £99.99

Tea Mites of the World
Diversity, Bioecology, Management
Salil K Gupta(Author), Kinkar Saha(Author)
Tea is an industry-oriented and commercially important plantation crop growing in over 60
countries of the world that is transacting over US$ 7 billion per year. Out of this amount, the
major share belongs to countries like China, India, Sri Lanka...

138 pages | plates with colour photos | Nature Books India

Hardback #255068 2021 9789382258261 £59.99

100 Plants to Feed the Monarch
Create a Healthy Habitat to Sustain North America's Most Beloved Butterfly
The Xerces Society(Author)
The plight of the monarch butterfly has captured public attention and sparked widespread
interest in helping to save their dwindling populations. In this in-depth portrait of the monarch
butterfly – covering its life cycle, its remarkable...

288 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Storey Publishing

Paperback #255065 2021 9781635862737 £18.99

A Beginner's Guide to the Butterflies of the Himalayan Realm
Wonchi Murry(Author), Mhayani Murry(Author)
There are over 17,000 species of butterflies in the world, around 1500 species are found in
India. The eastern and western Himalayan regions host a large number of endemic and
exclusive as well as rare butterflies. Various studies indicates a decline...

144 pages | colour photos | PenThrill Publication House

Paperback #255064 2021 9788194497271 £41.99

The Hercules Beetles of the Genus Dynastes MacLeay, 1819
Comparative Studies between Similar Dynastes Species (Coleoptera, Scarabaeidae,
Dynastinae)
Jaak van Meenen(Author), Tom Schouteet(Author)
This taxonomic revision includes all beetle species belonging to the genus Dynastes.

190 pages | 133 plates with 410 colour photos; 9 maps | Lambillionea

Hardback #254870 2020 £110.00
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Habitats & Ecosystems

Bees
Heroes of the Garden
Tom Jackson(Author)
Bees is an outstanding collection of photographs showing these fascinating insects in their
natural habitat. Honey bees, bumblebees, mining bees, dwarf bees, carpenter, leafcutter and
mason bees: bees come in many different types, with more than...

224 pages | 190 colour photos | Amber Books

Hardback #254855 2021 9781838860868 £19.99

Insect Ecology
An Ecosystem Approach
Timothy D Schowalter(Editor)
Insect Ecology: An Ecosystem Approach, fifth edition provides the most updated and
comprehensive knowledge of the diversity of insect responses to environmental changes and
their effects on ecosystem properties and services. Written by an expert in...

816 pages | ~110 colour & 110 b/w illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #254947 Feb-2022 9780323856737 £135.00

A Naturalist's Guide to the Butterflies of Australia
Peter Rowland(Author), Rachel Whitlock(Author)
This easy-to-use identification guide to the 280 species of butterfly most commonly seen in
Australia is perfect for resident and visitor alike. High-quality photographs from Australia's top
nature photographers are accompanied by detailed...

176 pages | ~300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Publishing

Paperback #253211 Feb-2022 9781913679194 £12.99
Paperback #250986 2020 9781912081455 £11.99

Tropical Deep-Sea Benthos, Volume 32
Azooxanthellate Scleractinia (Cnidaria, Anthozoa) from New Caledonia
Marcelo Visentini Kitahara(Author), Stephen Douglas Cairns(Author)
As a continuation of the Résultats des Campagnes MUSORSTOM, the series Tropical Deep-
Sea Benthos is dedicated to the exploration, inventory, and description of the deep-sea fauna
of the world, with special emphasis on the most extensive, yet...

722 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, b/w distribution maps,
tables | Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Hardback #254936 2021 9782856539354 £84.99

Atlas of the Dragonflies and Damselflies of West and Central Asia
Jean-Pierre Boudot(Author), Sergey Borisov(Author), Geert de Knijf(Author), Roy HA van
Grunsven(Author), Asmus Schröter(Author), Vincent J Kalkman(Author)
This is a supplement of the Dutch journal Brachytron. The book provides data for the entire
area between the west coast of Turkey and Central Asia and all the way south to include the
Arabian peninsula.

250 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Nederlandse
Vereniging voor Libellenstudie

Paperback #254996 Oct-2021 £21.99

Seashells of Red Sea / Conchiglie del Mar Rosso
Gasteropodi dell'Egitto e del Sudan [Gastropods of Egypt and Sudan]
Giuseppe Giulio Battaglia(Author), Silvana Bertoli Battaglia(Author), Marco Sola(Contributor)
This fourth volume of photographic books shows shells found in the red sea.Summary in
Italian:Continuano i viaggi per mari e oceani alla ricerca di molluschi e conchiglie marine da
fotografare. Dopo i tre Diari Malacologici "Conchiglie di...

140 pages | colour photos | Battaglia & Battaglia (privately published)

Paperback #255040 2021 9791220337809 £115.00

Oman: Dhofar's Seashells / Conchiglie del Dhofar
Ricerca Fotografica dei Gasteropodi nell'Oman Meridionale / Photo-Search of Gastropods in
the South Oman
Giuseppe Giulio Battaglia(Author), Silvana Bertoli Battaglia(Author), Marco Sola(Contributor),
Gianpietro Gariani(Contributor), Fabien Goutal(Contributor)
After two photographic books, this third book covers shells from Dhofar, Omar. The intent of the
authors is not so much to promote the knowledge of molluscs and their shells, on which there
are already several more complete scientific publications,...

168 pages | colour photos | Battaglia & Battaglia (privately published)

Paperback #255039 2021 9791220331180 £135.00

Seashells of Las Perlas / Conchiglie delle Isole delle Perle
Ricerca Fotografica dei Gasteropodi Marini nel Golfo di Panama [Photographic Research of
Marine Gastropods in the Gulf of Panama]
Giuseppe Giulio Battaglia(Author), Silvana Bertoli Battaglia(Author)
This photographic book shows molluscs from the Pearls Islands, a large group of Panamanian
islands in the Pacific Ocean of which only 90 are inhabited and another hundred do not even
have a name. The authors visited two: Contadora, which takes its...

112 pages | colour photos | Battaglia & Battaglia (privately published)

Paperback #255038 2021 9791220320832 £79.99

Seashells of Lanzarote / Conchiglie di Lanzarote
Giuseppe Giulio Battaglia(Author), Silvana Bertoli Battaglia(Author)
The observation of biodiversity is always an activity that fascinates and teaches, but when it
comes to marine biology there is also the gratification of beauty. Who, walking along any
beach, has never bent down to pick up a shell and was not struck...

74 pages | colour photos | Battaglia & Battaglia (privately published)

Hardback #255037 2020 9791220306898 £94.99

The Orthoptera of Rutland
Phil Rudkin(Author), Richard Brown(Foreword By)
This booklet has resulted from the amassing of a large amount of data for the Orthoptera in
Rutland, (including a scattering of historical and casual reports prior to 1965), and provides
provisional distribution maps for the grasshoppers and crickets...

32 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps, 1 colour map |
Leicestershire Entomological Society

Paperback #254964 2021 £11.99

True Bugs of Central India
Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh
Kailash Chandra(Author), Sandeep Kushwaha(Author), E Eyarin Jehamalar(Author)
This study describes the diversity of Hemiptera of Central India, specifically the states
Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh.

142 pages | 33 plates with colour photos; maps | Zoological Survey of
India

Paperback #255032 2020 9788181715586 £34.99
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Natural History

Something Hidden in the Ranges
The Secret Life of Mountain Ecosystems
Ellen E Wohl(Author)
We all see the largest features of mountain ecosystems – the impressively rugged peaks, the
clear blue lakes, and the extensive forests – but each of these readily visible features depends
on largely invisible creatures and flows of...

184 pages | 52 b/w photos, 1 illustration | Oregon State University Press

Paperback #254968 2021 9780870711053 £20.95

Mankind and Deserts 2
Water and Salts
Fernand Joly(Editor), Guilhem Bourrié(Editor)
The wild beauty of deserts has always been a source of fascination the world over. Mankind
and Deserts 2– the second of three volumes – focuses on water, its absence or indeed its
extreme scarcity, as well as on the ways in which...

176 pages | Wiley-ISTE

Hardback #255019 2021 9781786306319 £125.00

Latin American Dendroecology
Combining Tree-Ring Sciences and Ecology in a Megadiverse Territory
Marín Pompa-García(Editor), J Julio Camarero(Editor)
Latin America is a megadiverse territory hosting several hotspots of plant diversity and many
types of forest biomes, ecosystems and climate types, from tropical rainforest to semi-arid
woodlands. This combination of diverse forests and climates...

381 pages | 92 colour & 27 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254923 2021 9783030369323 £99.99
Hardback #249937 2020 9783030369293 £129.99

Lagoa Santa Karst
Brazil's Iconic Karst Region
Augusto S Auler(Editor), Paulo Pessoa(Editor)
This book discusses the Lagoa Santa Karst, which has been internationally known since the
pioneering studies of the Danish naturalist Peter Lund in the early 1800s. It covers the
speleogenesis, geology, vegetation, fauna, hydrogeology, geomorphology,...

330 pages | 178 colour & 26 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254893 2021 9783030359423 £99.99
Hardback #250162 2020 9783030359393 £129.99

Sanctuary Asia's Wild Chhattisgarh
Bittu Sahgal(Editor), Lakshmy Raman(Editor)
Some of India's finest photographers and writers have helped weave this tribute to the verdant
forests of the Indian state of Chhattisgarh, which covers roughly 44% of the state's land area
and supports a bewildering diversity of wildlife.

172 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, colour maps | Sanctuary Asia

Hardback #254867 2017 9788190695374 £165.00

A Bug's World
Erica McAlister(Author), Stephanie Fizer Coleman(Illustrator)
Did you know that...Flies can help us solve crimes?Spiders can be astronauts?Moths are the
ultimate fashion designers?From making our food to keeping the planet clean and solving
crimes, bugs come to our rescue every day. Often without us even...

64 pages | colour illustrations | Wren & Rook (Hachette Children's Group
imprint)

Hardback #253103 Mar-2022 9781526362988 £14.99

The Unofficial Countryside
Richard Mabey(Author), Iain Sinclair(Introduction By), Mary Newcomb(Illustrator)
The 2021 hardback is a rerelease in Little Toller's Richard Mabey Library.During the early
1970s Richard Mabey explored crumbling city docks and overgrown bomb-sites, navigated
inner city canals and car parks, and discovered there was scarcely a...

183 pages | 8 b/w illustrations | Little Toller Books

Paperback #226584 2010 9780956254559 £11.99
Hardback #254938 Nov-2021 9781908213938 £17.99

Plantastic!
A to Z of Australian Plants
Catherine Clowes(Author), Rachel Gyan(Illustrator)
A gorgeous A to Z exploration of some of Australia's most unique and incredible native plants.
Did you know that there are plants that eat insects? Plants whose seeds spread in poo? Plants
that move when you touch them? And plants that grow on...

64 pages | colour illustrations | CSIRO

Hardback #254864 2021 9781486313211 £21.95

The Ocean's Whistleblower
The Remarkable Life and Work of Daniel Pauly
David Grémillet(Author), Georgia Froman(Translated by)
Daniel Pauly is a living legend in the world of marine biology. He is also a man whose life has
been shaped by struggle. In this first authorized biography, writer David Grémillet recounts the
scientist's extraordinary life, including his...

408 pages | 47 b/w photos | Greystone Books

Hardback #254918 Nov-2021 9781771647540 £21.99

A Life of Extremes
The Life and Times of a Polar Filmmaker
Max Quinn(Author)
Filming in the world's most extreme environments requires more than just a steady hand. In
temperatures as low as -50°C, your body shuts down and your equipment freezes up. But it's
worth it to witness and record the stunning beauty and...

272 pages | colour & b/w photos | Exisle Publishing

Hardback #254905 2021 9781775594321 £25.99

50 Things to Do by the Sea
Easkey Britton(Author), Maria Nilsson(Illustrator)
A beautifully presented, practical gift guide for all surf seekers. Explained with fascinating,
easy-to-understand commentary from surfer and scientist Easkey Britton, 50 Things to Do by
the Sea helps you soak up maximum vitamin sea.The book is...

144 pages | 200 two-tone illustrations | Pavilion Books

Hardback #254858 2021 9781911663539 £9.99

Strandings
Confessions of a Whale Scavenger
Peter Riley(Author)
When Peter Riley was thirteen, a woman with blue hair and a comet tattoo asked him to help
load the jaw of a sperm whale into the back of a Volvo 245. The encounter set Riley on a
decades-long quest to make sense of what had happened.Enter the...

240 pages | Profile Books

Hardback #254889 2022 9781788166072 £14.99
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Wildlife of the Box–Ironbark Country
Chris Tzaros(Author)
Victoria's Box–Ironbark region is one of the most important areas of animal diversity and
significance in southern Australia. The forests and woodlands of this region provide critical
habitat for a diverse array of woodland-dependent...

288 pages | colour photos, colour maps | CSIRO

Paperback #254935 Oct-2021 9781486313150 £40.50

A Visitor's Guide to the Falkland Islands
Falkland Islands Tourist Board (FITB)(Author), Falklands Conservation(Author), Debbie
Summers(Introduction By)
Comprehensive site-by-site guide for visitors to the Falkland Islands. The third edition has
increased coverage of destinations from 13 to 23 sites, showing key areas of interest, hiking
routes and landing points. This new edition also includes, for...

128 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations, colour maps | Falklands
Conservation

Spiralbound #254621 2021 9780953837168 £16.99

An Unsung Hero
Tom Crean - Antarctic Survivor
Michael Smith(Author)
Tom Crean was the indestructible farmer's son from Kerry who sailed on three major
expeditions to the unknown Antarctic a century ago. He was among the few men who served
with both Captain Robert Scott and Sir Ernest Shackleton. He spent longer...

386 pages | 24 plates with b/w photos; b/w maps | Gill & Macmillan

Paperback #254989 2020 9780717189564 £12.50
Hardback #247753 2019 9780717186457 £18.99

After Man
A Zoology of the Future (Expanded 40th Anniversary Edition)
Dougal Dixon(Author), Desmond Morris(Introduction By), Diz Wallis(Illustrator), John
Butler(Illustrator), Brian McIntyre(Illustrator), Philip Hood(Illustrator), Roy Woodard(Illustrator),
Gary Marsh(Illustrator)
An expanded edition of Dougal Dixon's classic illustrated work of speculative biology,
published to celebrate the book's 40th anniversary. Features a new cover and more than 10
pages of never before seen sketches and production material.In...

144 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Breakdown Press

Hardback #254941 Oct-2021 9781911081173 £24.99

Between Earth and Paradise
An Island Life
Mike Tomkies(Author)
A paperback reissue of Between Earth and Paradise, originally published in 1981.After giving
up a hectic life as a journalist in Europe and Hollywood in the late 1960s to return to his
boyhood love of nature, Mike Tomkies moved to Eilean Shona, a...

272 pages | 8 plates with colour photos | Birlinn Publishing

Paperback #254856 2021 9781780277066 £9.99
Paperback #171816 2005 9781904445418 £18.99

Traveler's Pocket Field Guide to Wildlife of the Pantanal: Illustrated Checklist with Maps
/ Guia de Campo: Fauna, Flora e Mapas do Pantanal
Riccardo Boschetti(Author)
A practical and compact field-guide that fits in your pocket as you explore the Pantanal.This
guide brings together a collection of illustrations of the most easily seen animals and plants,
along with some that are much harder to see, but very...

54 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Riccardo Boschetti (privately published)

Paperback #255077 2021 9786500241631 £17.99

Lakeland Wild
Jim Crumley(Author)
The Lake District is one of our busiest national parks. Many people believe that wildness is
long gone from the fells, lakes, tarns and becks, yet, within its boundaries, Jim Crumley sets
out to prove them wrong – to find "a new way of...

288 pages | Saraband (Scotland)

Hardback #255071 2021 9781913393212 £12.99

Swimming to the Top of the Tide
Finding Life Where Land and Water Meet
Patricia Hanlon(Author)
The Great Marsh is the largest continuous stretch of salt marsh in New England, extending
from Cape Ann to New Hampshire. Patricia Hanlon and her husband built their home and
raised their children alongside it. But it is not until the children are...

224 pages | Bellevue Literary Press

Paperback #255070 2021 9781942658870 £12.99

Recognize
Glen E Friedman(Photographer), Peter Lamborn Wilson(Preface By), Ian F
Svenonius(Afterword by)
This incredible book was the first of all of Glen E. Friedman's works to not use anything from
his past archives of infamous iconic images. Recognize is based solely upon his artistic
studies and ambition. A hand sewn, extra wide book of...

56 pages | colour photos | Akashic Books

Hardback #255057 2021 9781636140179 £44.99

All Things Change
Nature's Rhythms, from Sprouting Seeds to Shining Stars
Anna Claybourne(Author), Sarah Edmonds(Illustrator)
Everything changes. From the birth of new stars to the endlessly shifting tides and tiniest life
cycle. Some change happens right before your eyes, while other transformations happen so
slowly that you won't notice them in your lifetime. And you...

64 pages | colour illustrations | Welbeck Publishing Group

Hardback #255058 2021 9781913519070 £12.99

The Birdman of Koshkonong
The Life of Naturalist Thure Kumlien
Martha Bergland(Author)
Thure Kumlien was one of Wisconsin's earliest Swedish settlers and an accomplished
ornithologist, botanist, and naturalist in the mid-1800s, though his name is not well known
today. He settled on the shore of Lake Koshkonong in 1843 and soon...

328 pages | illustrations, maps | Wisconsin Historical Society Press

Paperback #255063 2021 9780870209529 £20.99
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Reference

Wildlife of Jalgaon District
A Succinct Field Guide
Manojkumar Chopda(Author), AD Shelke(Author), Ganesh Sonar(Author), Umesh
Patil(Author), Vivek Desai(Author), Nayan Maheshwari(Author)
This is a field guide to the fauna of the Jalgaon district in North Maharashtra, India, and covers
94 butterflies, 55 moths, 46 dragonflies and damselflies, 36 spiders, 35 fishes, 9 amphibians,
41 reptiles, 202 birds, and 35 mammals.

176 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Prashant Publications

Paperback #255035 2019 9789388769518 £36.99

My A-Z of British Wildlife
A Book of Linocut Prints
Richard Jarvis(Author)
Self-produced by the author, this book of linocut prints offers an alphabetical tour of the British
countryside and its wildlife.

58 pages | 26 colour illustrations | Richard Jarvis Wildlife Artist

Hardback #255017 2021 9781999378806 £24.99

The Art of Birds
Grace and Motion in the Wild
Jim Miller(Author)
In photographs that surprise with their eye-catching composition and amaze with their detail,
The Art of Birds captures the beauty of birds as most people never see them. Jim Miller
focuses his camera lens on distinctive and spectacular species found...

208 pages | colour photos | University Press of Florida

Hardback #255024 2021 9780813066769 £36.50

Wild Nights Out
The Magic of Exploring the Outdoors After Dark
Chris Salisbury(Author), Chris Packham(Foreword By)
Learn how to call for owls, walk like a fox and expand your sensory perceptions. Wild Nights
Out is a wonderful new hands-on guide for those who wish to take kids (of all ages) outdoors
for fun, thrilling nighttime nature adventures.Parents,...

224 pages | b/w illustrations | Chelsea Green

Paperback #254957 2021 9781603589932 £14.99

World of Wonders
In Praise of Fireflies, Whale Sharks and Other Astonishments
Aimee Nezhukumatathil(Author), Fumi Mini Nakamura(Illustrator)
What the peacock can do is remind you of a home you will run away from and run back to all
your life. The axolotl teaches us to smile, even in the face of unkindness; the touch-me-not
plant shows us how to shake off unwanted advances; the narwhal...

169 pages | colour illustrations | Souvenir Press

Hardback #254965 2021 9781788168908 £14.99

Antarctica
Nina Gallo(Author)
In 1820, after millennia spent speculating and searching, humans laid eyes on Antarctica for
the very first time. Since then, our relationship with this enigmatic land of ice and has
continually evolved, from one of industry during the sealing and...

128 pages | colour & b/w photos | Australian Geographic Pty Ltd

Hardback #254956 2020 9781925847864 £21.99

Fine Resolution Remote Sensing of Species in Terrestrial and Coastal Ecosystems
Qi Chen(Editor), Tiit Kutser(Editor), Antoine Collin(Editor), Timothy A Warner(Editor)
Detailed and accurate information on the spatial distribution of individual species over large
spatial extents and over multiple time periods is critical for rapid response and e?ective
management of environmental change. The twenty first century has...

186 pages | Routledge

Hardback #255044 2021 9781032042657 £120.00

Hands-On Programming with R
Write Your Own Functions and Simulations
Garrett Grolemund(Author), Hadley Wickham(Foreword By)
Learn how to program by diving into the R language, and then use your newfound skills to
solve practical data science problems. With Hands-On Programming with R, you'll learn how to
load data, assemble and disassemble data objects, navigate...

250 pages | O'Reilly Media

Paperback #255013 2014 9781449359010 £31.99

R for Data Science
Import, Tidy, Transform, Visualize, and Model Data
Hadley Wickham(Author), Garrett Grolemund(Author)
What exactly is data science? With R for Data Science, you'll gain a clear understanding of this
discipline for discovering natural laws in the structure of data. Along the way, you'll learn how to
use the versatile R programming language for...

250 pages | O'Reilly Media

Paperback #255012 2017 9781491910399 £39.99

R in Action
Robert I Kabacoff(Author)
R in Action, Third Edition teaches you to use the R language, including the popular tidyverse
packages, through hands-on examples relevant to scientific, technical, and business
developers.Built specifically for statistical computing and graphics,...

625 pages | Manning Publications Company

Paperback #255011 Feb-2022 9781617296055 £64.99
Paperback #255010 2015 9781617291388 £36.99

R Graphics Cookbook
Practical Recipes for Visualizing Data
Winston Chang(Author)
This O'Reilly cookbook provides more than 150 recipes to help scientists, engineers,
programmers, and data analysts generate high-quality graphs quickly-without having to comb
through all the details of R's graphing systems. Each recipe...

420 pages | O'Reilly Media

Paperback #255014 2018 9781491978603 £55.99

Spatio-Temporal Statistics with R
Christopher K Wikle(Author), Andrew Zammit-Mangion(Author), Noel Cressie(Author)
The world is becoming increasingly complex, with larger quantities of data available to be
analyzed. It so happens that much of these "big data" that are available are spatio-temporal in
nature, meaning that they can be indexed by their...

396 pages | 75 colour & 14 b/w illustrations, 5 tables | CRC Press

Hardback #255015 2019 9781138711136 £44.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

The Hidden Beauty of the Microscopic World
What the Tiniest Forms of Life Can Tell Us about Existence and Our Place in the Universe
James Weiss(Author)
James Weiss was feeling lost in life when he first discovered his interest in the microscopic
world. With his own microscope and a little homespun ingenuity, he began to capture
thousands of hours of stunning footage of the creatures that he found...

256 pages | colour photos | Watkins Publishing

Hardback #254959 2021 9781786784490 £19.99

Slime
A Natural History
Susanne Wedlich(Author), Ayça Türkoğlu(Translated by)
Slime is an ambiguous thing. It exists somewhere between a solid and a liquid. It inspires
revulsion even while it compels our fascination. It is both a vehicle for pathogens and the
strongest weapon in our immune system. Most of us know little about...

336 pages | Granta

Hardback #254847 Nov-2021 9781783786701 £15.99

Lithium
The Global Race for Battery Dominance and the New Energy Revolution
Lukasz Bednarski(Author)
A global energy revolution is unfolding before our eyes: ever-growing numbers of electric
vehicles on our roads, laptops that last all day on a single charge and solar panels on our roofs,
all reliant on lithium-ion batteries. This revolution is...

256 pages | C Hurst & Co Publishers Ltd

Hardback #255059 2021 9781787385634 £24.99

Big Bend National Park
Mexico, the United States, and a Borderland Ecosystem
Michael Welsh(Author)
Known as a place of stark beauty, dramatic geographic dimension, and challenging desert
terrain, Big Bend National Park is located in West Texas on the north bank of the Rio Grande,
adjacent to the Mexican states of Coahuila and Chihuahua. Although a...

288 pages | University of Nevada Press

Paperback #255067 2021 9781948908825 £25.50

Ecological Risk Management
For Conservation Biology and Ecotoxicology
Hiroyuki Matsuda(Editor)
This book introduces the theory and practice of ecological risk management. Using recent and
live case studies in Japan, the book explains the use of basic mathematical techniques in
extinction risk, adaptive population management, avian collision...

314 pages | Springer Nature

Hardback #254976 2021 9789813369337 £109.99

Marine Biodiversity of Areas beyond National Jurisdiction
Myron H Nordquist(Editor), Ronán Long(Editor)
Marine Biodiversity of Areas beyond National Jurisdiction (BBNJ) identifies the major issues at
stake in the BBNJ negotiations and examines the conservation and sustainable use of marine
biological diversity of areas beyond national jurisdiction....

350 pages | E J Brill

Hardback #255009 2021 9789004422414 £160.00

Wildlife Biodiversity Conservation
Multidisciplinary and Forensic Approaches
Susan C Underkoffler(Editor), Hayley R Adams(Editor)
This book addresses the multidisciplinary challenges in biodiversity conservation with a focus
on wildlife crime and how forensic tools can be applied to protect species and preserve
ecosystems. Illustrated by numerous case studies covering different...

485 pages | 137 colour & 66 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254980 2021 9783030646813 £139.99

Nature’s Diplomats
Science, Internationalism, & Preservation, 1920-1960
Raf de Bont(Author)
Nature’s Diplomats explores the development of science-based and internationally conceived
nature protection in its foundational years before the 1960s, the decade when it launched from
obscurity onto the global stage. Raf de Bont studies a...

384 pages | University of Pittsburgh Press

Hardback #254995 2021 9780822946618 £42.99

Conservation Genetics in Mammals
Integrative Research Using Novel Approaches
Jorge Ortega Reyes(Editor), Jesus E Maldonado(Editor)
Conservation Genetics in Mammals focuses on the use of molecular tools to study small
populations of rare and endangered mammals, and presents case studies that apply an
evolutionary framework to address innovative questions in the emerging field of...

517 pages | 67 colour & 18 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254878 2021 9783030333362 £99.99
Hardback #248653 2020 9783030333331 £129.99

Communicating Endangered Species
Extinction, News and Public Policy
Eric Freedman(Editor), Sara Shipley Hiles(Editor), David B Sachsman(Editor)
Communicating Endangered Species: Extinction, News, and Public Policy is a
multidisciplinary environmental communication book that takes a distinctive approach by
connecting how media and culture depict and explain endangered species with how...

302 pages | 29 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Hardback #254928 2021 9780367486211 £120.00

Plant-Animal Interactions
Source of Biodiversity
Kleber Del-Claro(Editor), Helena Maura Torezan-Silingardi(Editor)
Plant-Animal Interactions provides the first overview of plant-animal interactions for twenty
years focused on the needs of students and professors. It discusses a range of topics from the
basic structures of plant-animal interactions to their...

357 pages | 51 colour & 3 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254876 2021 9783030668761 £99.99
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Ornithology

Animal Welfare in China
Culture, Politics and Crisis
Peter J Li(Author)
The plight of animals in China has attracted intense interest in recent times. Since the outbreak
of COVID-19, speculation about the origins of the virus have sparked global curiosity about
how animals are treated, traded and consumed in China...

378 pages | Sydney University Press

Paperback #254902 2021 9781743324707 £41.99

What Works in Conservation 2021
William J Sutherland(Editor), Lynn V Dicks(Editor), Silviu O Petrovan(Editor), Rebecca K
Smith(Editor)
This is the sixth edition of What Works in Conservation, which is revised on an annual basis.-
Does the creation of artificial reefs benefit subtidal benthic invertebrates?- Is the use of organic
farming instead of conventional farming beneficial to...

1040 pages | colour tables | OpenBook Publishers

Paperback #254950 2021 9781800642720 £61.50
Hardback #254951 2021 9781800642737 £77.99

Restoring the Wild
Sixty Years of Rewilding Our Skies, Woods and Waterways
Roy Dennis(Author)
We have a very limited number of bookplates signed by Roy, available while stocks lastRead
our interview with Roy DennisThe awe-inspiring white-tailed sea eagle was driven to extinction
in Britain in Victorian times. Now this immense predator has...

452 pages | b/w photos | William Collins (HarperCollins imprint)

Paperback #250585 Mar-2022 9780008368821 £9.99
Hardback #249244 2021 9780008368814 £14.99

Ecology of a Changed World
Trevor Price(Author)
An increasing amount of usable space on our planet is crowded by humans. Whether we are
using the space for permanent homes, vacation homes, travel accommodations, farming,
public recreation, transportation, or office buildings, our chronic overuse...

360 pages | 134 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254939 Jan-2022 9780197564172 £51.99

On the Nature of Ecological Paradox
Michael Charles Tobias(Author), Jane Gray Morrison(Author), Gerald Wayne Clough(Preface
By), Robert Gillespie(Foreword By)
On the Nature of Ecological Paradox is a large, powerfully illustrated interdisciplinary natural
sciences volume, the first of its kind to examine the critically important nature of ecological
paradox, through an abundance of lenses: the biological...

894 pages | 259 colour & 35 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254879 2021 9783030645250 £32.99

Celebrating Birds
An Interactive Field Guide Featuring Art from Wingspan
Natalia Rojas(Illustrator), Ana Maria Martinez(Illustrator), Cornell Lab of Ornithology
(CLO)(Author), Miyoko Chu(Foreword By), Jamey Stegmaier(Afterword by)
A gorgeously illustrated and interactive full-colour guide to more than 181 birds of North
America, based on the bestselling board game, Wingspan.Praised for its gorgeous
illustrations, accurate portrayal of bird habitats, and its gameplay, the...

352 pages | colour illustrations | Harper Design International (Harper
Collins imprint)

Hardback #254861 2021 9780063045743 £24.99

Lories & Lorikeets DVD (All Regions)
A Focus on the Brush-Tongued Parrots
Peter Odekerken(Author)
Lories & Lorikeets: A Focus on the Brush-Tongued Parrots is the most comprehensive DVD
ever produced on these wonderful birds. Most of the video footage contained within has never
been seen before. Remarkably coloured species such as the...

1 disc, runtime: 55 min | Australian Birdkeeper / Reptile Publications

DVD #254906 1970 £71.99

Birds of the Midwest
Identify Backyard Birds with Ease
Stan Tekiela(Author)
At the cabin, in the garden, or on a hike, keep this tabbed booklet close at hand. Based on Stan
Tekiela's best-selling bird field guides and featuring 113 Midwest birds of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,...

22 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Spiralbound #254898 2013 9781591934066 £7.99

The Bird Book
A Curious Compendium of 50 Wild Birds
Meriel Lland(Author), Roxanne Furman(Author), Nicola Howell Hawley(Illustrator)
An inspiring introduction to 50 wild birds for mindful post-COVID nature watchers. Written by
vegan wildlife presenter and filmmaker Roxy Furman, and nature writer, poet and film-artist Dr
Meriel Lland, this pocket companion for the newbie...

112 pages | 50 colour illustrations, colour distribution maps | Templar
Publishing

Paperback #254853 2021 9781787419742 £8.99

Birds of the Southwest
Your Way to Easily Identify Backyard Birds
Stan Tekiela(Author)
At the cabin, in the garden, or on a hike, keep this tabbed booklet close at hand. Based on Stan
Tekiela's best-selling bird field guides and featuring 140 Southwest birds of Arizona, Southern
California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, West Texas,...

22 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Spiralbound #254897 2014 9781591934103 £7.99

Vultures of the World
Essential Ecology and Conservation
Keith L Bildstein(Author)
As Vultures of the World shows, few avian groups are as widely recognized, but as little
understood as are vultures and condors.Keith L. Bildstein's latest work is an inspirational and
long overdue blend of all things vulture. Based on decades of...

272 pages | 23 colour illustrations | Comstock Publishing Associates

Hardback #253415 Mar-2022 9781501761614 £26.99
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Botany

Australian Birds, Their Nests and Eggs
A Guide to the Nests and Eggs of Australian Birds that are Known to Breed in Australia and on
Australian Offshore Islands (Facsimile Edition)
Gordon R Beruldsen(Author), Graeme Chapman(Illustrator), Shelly K Macleod(Illustrator)
First published in 1980, this volume is a facsimile re-issue of the 2004 edition and is a
thorough reference guide to nest and egg identification. Compared to the 1980 edition, the
2004 edition (and thus this facsimile version) contains all-new...

436 pages | plates with colour illustrations | Woodslane Press

Paperback #254911 2021 £84.99

Birds of Gujarat
Astha S Baria(Author)
The state of Gujarat, situated in western India, has diverse habitats and a varied birdlife, as
described in this field guide.

216 pages | colour photos | JTS Publications

Hardback #254913 2018 9789388522281 £35.99

Birds of North Carolina
Marc Parnell(Author)
The Birding Pro's Field Guide series introduces a number of innovative, never-before-seen
features to the birding field guide scene. This highly accessible field guide gives the most
complete description available for each species' daily life...

320 pages | colour photos | Naturalist & Traveler Press

Paperback #255066 2021 9781954228115 £24.99

The Eurasian Hobby
Richard Sale(Author), Anthony Messenger(Author)
In the 1950s it was believed that the breeding population of Eurasian Hobbies in the UK was
no more than 100 pairs. In the years since, the population estimate has risen, though the
elusive nature of the falcon means that it is still not clear...

368 pages | colour photos | Snowfinch Publishing

Hardback #255030 Oct-2021 9780957173255 £49.99

Birds of Illinois
Marc Parnell(Author)
The Birding Pro's Field Guide series introduces a number of innovative, never-before-seen
features to the birding field guide scene. This highly accessible field guide gives the most
complete description available for each species' daily life...

304 pages | colour photos | Naturalist & Traveler Press

Paperback #255002 2021 9781954228078 £27.99

The Wryneck
Biology, Behaviour, Conservation and Symbolism of Jynx torquilla
Gerard Gorman(Author)
The Wryneck details the natural history and cultural symbolism of a most unusual woodpecker
– a species that neither excavates nest holes in trees, nor bores into wood to find insect prey.
The elusive Wryneck is best renowned for performing a...

192 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Pelagic Publishing

Paperback #255001 Feb-2022 9781784272883 £29.99

Birds of Florida
Marc Parnell(Author)
The Birding Pro's Field Guide series introduces a number of innovative, never-before-seen
features to the birding field guide scene. This highly accessible field guide gives the most
complete description available for each species' daily life...

308 pages | colour photos | Naturalist & Traveler Press

Paperback #254998 2021 9781954228030 £27.99

A Naturalist's Guide to Common Birds [of North India]
Ayush Rajotia(Author)
The Field Guide to Common Birds details about 100 bird species commonly found in North
India and is aimed at new birdwatchers.

142 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Xpress Publishing (Notion
Press imprint)

Paperback #254987 2020 9781649194848 £34.99

Flight of the Budgerigar
An Illustrated History
Penny Olsen(Author)
The Budgerigar is arguably Australia's best-known bird. At the same time, it is so ubiquitous
that not everyone knows that it is Australian. Nor do many realise that the multicoloured bird
that comes to mind – not to mention today's...

272 pages | colour illustrations | National Library of Australia

Paperback #254970 Oct-2021 9780642279606 £54.99

David Hollands’ Birds of Prey Of Australia
David Hollands(Illustrator)
Australia's Birds of Prey are exhilarating: the effortless soaring of an eagle, the kestrel's
hovering precision, the electrifying pace of a hobby and the controlled glide of a harrier – often
so slow, that it must surely stall? These...

444 pages | 450 colour photos | Bloomings Books/Green Book Company

Hardback #254953 Dec-2021 9780645162981 £59.99

Bird
Exploring the Winged World
Phaidon Editors(Editor), Katrina van Grouw(Introduction By), Jen Lobo(Contributor)
Let your imagination take flight and celebrate the beauty and diversity of birds throughout art,
science, history, and cultureThis visually stunning survey of birds, chronicling their scientific
and popular appeal throughout the ages and around the...

352 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Phaidon Press

Hardback #254973 Oct-2021 9781838661403 £39.95

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 5: Ulmaceae-Talinaceae [Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author)
Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 5: Ulmaceae-Talinaceae includes all native and naturalized
species from Ulmaceae in the Rosa order to the Aboriginal Ginseng families in the order
Caryophyllum. A total of 642 species of plants in 46 families are...

416 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #255005 2018 9789862623428 £195.00

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 7: Gesneriaceae-Caprifoliaceae [Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author)
Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 7: Gesneriaceae-Caprifoliaceae includes all native and
naturalized species and covers 711 species in 26 families.Summary in...

464 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #255023 2018 9789862623589 £220.00
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Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 6: Cornaceae-Bignoniaceae [Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author)
Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 6: Cornaceae-Bignoniaceae includes all native and
naturalized species, including 635 species of plants in 36 families.Summary in...

416 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Hardback #255018 2018 9789862623527 £190.00

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 1: Cycadaceae-Orchidaceae (Dipophyllum)
[Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author), Tianquan Xu(Author)
Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 1: Cycadaceae-Orchidaceae (Dipophyllum) is arranged in
the order of evolution, starting with gymnosperms, and introducing the angiosperm groups
(Nymphaea, Magnoliales and Piperles) in sequence. Next, it introduces...

416 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #254969 2017 9789862623176 £190.00

Floral Wealth of Valley of Flowers National Park
A World Heritage Site (With Special Reference to - Bhyundar Valley)
HB Naithani(Author)
The upper Bhyundar Valley of Uttarakhand was brought into the limelight by Frank Smythe, a
member of the successful Kamet mountain British Expedition of 1931, who gave it the name
"The Valley of Flowers". Both the Valley of Fowers and Nanda...

433 pages | 675 colour photos, 1 colour map | Uttarakhand Biodiversity
Board

Hardback #254971 2019 9788193327227 £99.99

Wild Flowers of Jalgaon District
A Succinct Field Guide
Tanveer Akhtar Khan(Author)
The Satpuda ranges are one of the major plant hotspots in the Jalgaon district in the northern
part of Maharashtra, India. This district contains the most important endemic and threatened
flowering plants. The floristic pattern of the Satpuda range...

144 pages | colour illustrations, 1 colour map | Prashant Publications

Paperback #254975 2019 9789388769501 £34.99

The Plant Hunter
A Scientist's Quest for Nature's Next Medicines
Cassandra Leah Quave(Author)
A leading medical ethnobotanist tells us the story of her quest to develop new ways to fight
illness and disease through the healing powers of plants in this uplifting and adventure-filled
memoir.Plants are the basis for an array of lifesaving and...

384 pages | Pamela Dorman Books

Hardback #255007 Oct-2021 9781984879110 £19.99

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 8, Part 1: Ferns and Lycophytes [Chinese]
Tian-Chuan Hsu(Author), Cheng-Wei Chen(Author)
This is the first of two books making up Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 8 and covers ferns
and lycophytes. The first book shows in detail the characteristics and identification characters
of ferns in different distribution areas. The book...

448 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #255027 2019 9789862623886 £225.00

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 2: Orchidaceae-Juncaceae [Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author), Tianquan Xu(Author)
Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 2 introduces all the orchids and thorny leaf families of the
Asparagus order, the Palmaceae in the Palm order, and the families Cyperaceae,
Oriopsisaceae, and Juncusaceae in the order Gramineae, for a total of 555...

408 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #254979 2016 9789862623084 £190.00

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 4: Euphorbiaceae-Rosaceae [Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author)
Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 4: Euphorbiaceae-Rosaceae covers the families
Euphorbiaceae, Violaceae, Leguminosae, Cannabisaceae, and Rosaceae. Including all native
and naturalized plants, a total of 605 species in 17 families are included. The...

416 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #255000 2017 9789862623374 £195.00

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 3: Gramineae-Stellariaceae [Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author)
Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 3: Gramineae-Stellariaceae describes a total of 620 species
of plants from 39 familiesSummary in...

416 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #254984 2017 9787503766749 £195.00

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan (9-Volume Set) [Chinese]
Shiwen Zhong(Author)
The Illustrated Flora of Taiwan contains information on 4,739 native plants in Taiwan,
containing a total of more than 15,000 clear photos, ecological maps and detailed illustrations,
and are classified according to the latest APG IV plant...

4280 pages | 15000+ colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #255041 2018 9787806536155 £1780.00

This Is Your Mind On Plants
Opium – Caffeine – Mescaline
Michael Pollan(Author)
From the international bestselling author of How to Change Your Mind comes a ground-
breaking exploration of our relationship with natural drugsOf all the many things humans rely
on plants for, surely the most curious is our use of them to change...

288 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #254942 2021 9780241519264 £19.99

Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 8, Part 2: Ferns and Lycophytes [Chinese]
Tian-Chuan Hsu(Author), Cheng-Wei Chen(Author)
This is the second of two books making up Illustrated Flora of Taiwan, Volume 8 and covers
ferns and lycophytes. The second book shows in detail the characteristics and identification
characters of ferns in different distribution areas. The book...

476 pages | colour photos | Māotóuyīng Chūbǎn

Paperback #255034 2019 9789862624012 £235.00

Parasitic Plants of Odisha
Sudam C Sahu(Author), Sanjeet Kumar(Author), Nihar Ranjan Singh(Author)
Parasitic plants are a specialized functional group of plants that obtains all or part of their
nutrition from another plant without beneting the host plant and sometimes causing extreme
damage to it. This compilation is based on field surveys by...

77 pages | colour & b/w illustrations, 1 colour map | Ambika Prasad
Research Foundation

Paperback #255036 2018 9788193570234 £94.99
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RHS 50 Ways to Outsmart a Squirrel & Other Garden Pests
Ingenious Ways to Protect Your Garden Without Harming Wildlife
Simon Akeroyd(Author)
From the green-thumbed optimist who views their garden as a calming getaway to those that
see backyard life as more of a struggle against weeds and pests, almost all gardeners will meet
a creature or two who will drive them to despair. Plenty of...

144 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations | Mitchell Beazley

Hardback #254851 2021 9781784727604 £12.99

Tropical Plants of Costa Rica
A Guide to Native and Exotic Flora
Willow Zuchowski(Author)
This second edition is in a smaller format than the first, with additional photos and a new
section on the Osa Peninsula. More than 800 photographs, taken in the field, show entire
plants and closer views of flowers, fruits, and seeds. Pen-and-ink...

560 pages | 820 colour photos, 124 b/w line drawings, 1 map | Comstock
Publishing Associates

Paperback #254552 Mar-2022 9781501763076 £26.99

Roses and Rose Gardens
Claire Masset(Author)
From the author of very successful Secret Gardens, this is a visually stunning celebration of
England's favourite flower: its long history and rich symbolism; the beauty and diversity of its
flowers, foliage and habit; its wonderful fragrances;...

176 pages | 150 colour photos | National Trust

Hardback #254884 2019 9781911358688 £14.99

Identifying Ferns the Easy Way
Pocket Guide to Common Ferns of the Northeast
Lynn Levine(Author), Briony Morrow-Cribbs(Illustrator)
- An easy-to-use guide for fern lovers.- Includes 28 common ferns found in the northeastern
USA.- Each fern is presented with "Tips for Identification" and "Interesting Facts".- Exquisitely
drawn by Briony Morrow-Cribbs.-...

74 pages | b/w illustrations | Bondcliff Books

Paperback #254883 2019 9780970365460 £19.99

Alchemilla
A Study of the Alchemilla Micro-Species Found in Northern Scotland
Barbara G Hogarth(Author)
Barbara Hogarth was for almost 20 years the Botanical Society of the British Isles (BSBI)
recorder for the vice-county of Angus. This role, the many years spent gathering records, and
her work surveying and mapping vegetation has afforded her greater...

58 pages | colour photos, b/w illustrations | Amenta Publishing

Paperback #254882 2019 9781097289554 £22.99

Alchemilla
A Field Guide to the Lady’s-Mantles of the British Isles
Barbara G Hogarth(Author)
Barbara Hogarth was for almost 20 years the Botanical Society of the British Isles (BSBI)
recorder for the vice-county of Angus. This role, the many years spent gathering records, and
her work surveying and mapping vegetation has afforded her greater...

62 pages | colour photos, 1 b/w line drawing | Amenta Publishing

Paperback #254881 2020 9798641608075 £21.99

The Incredible Journey of Plants
Stefano Mancuso(Author), Grisha Fischer(Illustrator), Gregory Conti(Translated by)
In this richly illustrated volume, a leading neurobiologist presents fascinating stories of plant
migration that reveal unexpected connections between nature and culture.When we talk about
migrations, we should study plants to understand that these...

158 pages | colour illustrations | Other Press

Paperback #254462 Mar-2022 9781635421910 £16.99
Hardback #250128 2020 9781635429916 £29.99

Flora of Peninsular Malaysia, Series II: Seed Plants, Volume 8
Ruth Kiew(Editor), RCK Chung(Editor), LG Saw(Editor), E Soepadmo(Editor)
The Flora of Peninsular Malaysia, Series II provides revisions of seed plant families that occur
in Peninsular Malaysia. Volume 8 includes revisions of 139 species in families Compositae,
Cunoniaceae, Escalloniaceae, Hernandiaceae, Hydrangeaceae,...

403 pages | plates with colour photos; b/w line drawings, b/w distribution
maps, 1 colour map | Forest Research Institute Malaysia

Hardback #254924 2021 9789672149934 £99.99

Temperate Grasses and Legumes
Dilip Kumar Verma(Author), Kiran Kumari(Author)
Temperate Grasses and Legumes is an outcome of the various trials and experiments carried
out at IGFRI RRS, Srinagar, Jammu and Kashmir, India. Concerted multidisciplinary efforts
have been accomplished despite shrinking or static cultivation areas....

273 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Biotech Books India

Hardback #254863 2020 9788176224000 £59.99

Woodland to Weeds
Southern Queensland Brigalow Belt
Nita C Lester(Author)
The second edition of Woodland to Weeds has been expanded to include most of the flora of
the southern Queensland Brigalow Belt bioregion in Australia, with over 1,000 colour images of
fresh and pressed plant material, plus numerous line drawings....

552 pages | 1000+ colour photos, b/w line drawings | Copyright
Publishing

Flexibound #254917 2008 9781876344207 £64.99

Lilian Snelling
The Rhododendron and Primula Drawings
Lilian Snelling(Illustrator), Henry J Noltie(Author), Jacqui Pestell(Foreword By)
A beautifully illustrated book of the work of Lilian Snelling, a woman regarded as the most
important British botanical artist of her time. From 1915 to 1921, Snelling worked at the Royal
Botanic Garden Edinburgh. This book tells her story and...

104 pages | 110 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Royal Botanic Gardens Edinburgh

Paperback #254907 2020 9781910877340 £9.99

Elite RET Species of Dendrobium of North-East India - Illustrated
Diana Rajkumari(Author)
The northeastern region of India is highly biodiverse as it falls within the Indo-Burma mega
biodiversity hotspot and eastern Himalayan region. A large number of plants here belong to the
family Orchidaceae, a family that comprises more than 788...

96 pages | colour photos | Akansha Publishing House

Paperback #254912 2020 9788183705813 £34.99
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Mammals

Iridaceae of Southern Africa
Peter Goldblatt(Author), John C Manning(Author)
This is the first complete taxonomic treatment for lridaceae in southern Africa (including
Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa and Eswatini) since the publication of J.G. Baker’s
account in Flora Capensis (1896). It treats a total of 1210...

1159 pages | 93 plates with colour photos; b/w line drawings, b/w
distribution maps | South African National Biodiversity Institute (SANBI
Publishing)

Hardback #252972 2021 9781928224358 £89.99

Ferns of Taiwan, Volume 1 [Chinese]
Guo Chengmeng(Author)
Features of this book:- Easily get to know more than 300 species of 35 families in Taiwan, both
common and special-shaped ferns- Clear and detailed text descriptions- Ecological photos with
complete plants and important local features- Legends...

424 pages | colour photos | Yuanliu Publishing

Paperback #255047 2020 9789573287070 £110.00

The White Birch
A Russian Reflection
Tom Jeffreys(Author)
'It has been hand-planted by Tsarinas and felled by foresters. It has been celebrated by
peasants, worshipped by pagans and painted by artists. It has self-seeded across mountains
and rivers and train tracks and steppe and right through the...

352 pages | Corsair (Little, Brown and Company Imprint)

Hardback #255072 2021 9781472155672 £16.99

The Garden Diary of Doctor Darwin
Susan Campbell(Author)
In 1986, Susan Campbell made the chance discovery of a hitherto unknown garden diary. She
spent the next 35 years researching its background before writing this book. The diary was
written between 1838 and 1865 by the father of Charles Darwin, Doctor...

304 pages | 200 colour & b/w illustrations | Unicorn Publishing Group

Hardback #255060 Nov-2021 9781913491789 £29.99

Ferns of Taiwan, Volume 2 [Chinese]
Guo Chengmeng(Author)
Features of this book:- Easily get to know more than 300 species of 35 families in Taiwan, both
common and special-shaped ferns- Clear and detailed text descriptions- Ecological photos with
complete plants and important local features- Legends...

384 pages | colour photos | Yuanliu Publishing

Paperback #255052 2020 9789573287087 £99.99

Writing on Sheep
Ecology, the Animal Turn and Sheep in Poetry
William Welstead(Author)
Sheep are marginalised in literary criticism and in discussion of pastoral literature. Writing on
Sheep brings an animal studies approach to poetry about sheep that allows for the agency of
these sentient beings, that have been associated for humans...

216 pages | 14 colour illustrations | Manchester University Press

Hardback #255056 2021 9781526156570 £79.99

The Bera Bond
Sundeep Bhutoria(Author)
The Bera Bond is one man's startling discovery of a little-known leopard colony in the forests of
Rajasthan. Sundeep Bhutoria decided to see if there was any truth to the floating whispers
about Bera, having been told by big-cat enthusiasts that...

164 pages | Macmillan India

Hardback #254974 2021 9789389104189 £33.99

Indian Giant Squirrel
Ratufa indica Erxleben, 1777
Sanghamitra Acharya(Author), Sanjeet Kumar(Author), Sakti Kanta Rath(Author)
The Indian giant squirrel is a small rodent found in Odisha, India. This booklet provides basic
information about the species and its food plants, specifically with regards to long-term
conservation plans.

44 pages | colour photos | Ambika Prasad Research Foundation

Paperback #255033 2019 9788193886175 £34.99

Death of a Whale
The Challenge of Anti-Whaling Activists and Indigenous Rights
Paul Watson(Author)
A compelling, in-depth account of how Sea Shepherd Conservation Society fights to defend
and protect our oceans from human predators who hunt and murder whales and other aquatic
marine mammals under the false pretense of Indigenous rights. In the...

300 pages | Groundswell Books

Paperback #255031 2021 9781570674013 £16.99

Evidenzbasierter Fledermausschutz in Windkraftvorhaben [Evidence-Based Bat
Protection in Wind Power Projects]
Christian C Voigt(Editor)
Energy production from wind power is an essential part of the energy transition in Germany.
For years, however, studies have shown that bats and large birds in particular often die as a
result of collisions with wind turbines. The correct handling of...

178 pages | 13 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | SpringerSpektrum (formerly
Spektrum Akademischer Verlag)

Hardback #254866 2020 9783662614532 £44.99

A Shape in the Dark
Living and Dying with Brown Bears
Bjorn Dihle(Author)
In A Shape in the Dark, wilderness guide and lifelong Alaskan Bjorn Dihle weaves personal
experience with historical and contemporary accounts to explore the world of brown bears –
from encounters with the Lewis and Clark Expedition,...

208 pages | Mountaineers Books

Paperback #254900 2021 9781680513097 £19.99

Secrets of the Whales
Brian Skerry(Author)
This book of photography offers bold new insight into the lives of the world's largest mammals,
along with their complex societies. In these pages, we learn that whale – especially the sperm
and humpback species – share an amazing...

192 pages | colour photos | National Geographic Society

Hardback #254854 2021 9781426221873 £24.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Evolutionary Biology

On Being a Bear
Face to Face with Our Wild Sibling
Rémy Marion(Author), Lambert Wilson(Foreword By)
This up-close, captivating look at an iconic animal traces our complex relationship to bears
throughout history – and what they can tell us about ourselves.On Being a Bear draws on
history, legends, scientific studies, and the author's...

248 pages | Greystone Books

Hardback #254901 2021 9781771646987 £16.99

Working With Snakes
A Comprehensive Information and Training Manual for Professional Australasian Snake
Consultants
Geoff Coombe(Author)
This book thoroughly explores the numerous facets of working with snakes, primarily the
venomous species of Australia. It is primarily aimed at snakes in disturbed environments
around Australian cities and towns, rural properties, isolated mining...

267 pages | colour photographs, colour illustrations | Living with Wildlife

Paperback #254932 2020 9780648924500 £94.99

Reptiles of Ohio (2-Volume Set)
Jeffrey G Davis(Editor), Greg Lipps, Jr.(Editor), Doug Wynn(Editor), Brian J Armitage(Editor),
Timothy O Matson(Editor), Ralph A Pfingsten(Editor), Carolyn Caldwell(Editor)
This is a must-have reference resource for any naturalist, biologist or herpetologist in training.
Containing over 1,100 pages in 2 casebound books, this comprehensive resource includes a
fascinating history of herpetology in Ohio, key natural...

1400 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour
distribution maps | Ohio Biological Survey

Hardback #254978 2021 £200.00

Living with Snakes in Australia
A Guide for Visitors and Residents
Geoff Coombe(Author)
This book offers a great understanding of living with snakes in Australia and why one shouldn't
be overly concerned. However, snakes can be a danger and understanding Australia's snakes
and their behaviour is key to being more comfortable...

69 pages | colour photos | Living with Wildlife

Spiralbound #254954 2019 £42.99

Alboran Sea
Ecosystems and Marine Resources
José Carlos Baéz(Editor), Juan-Tomás Vázquez(Editor), Juan Antonio Camiñas(Editor),
Mohamed Malouli Idrissi(Editor)
The Alboran Sea represents a regional Mediterranean space where North and South worlds
merge, creating a geopolitical region where marine resources and maritime activities should be
managed from a national and international perspective. It is widely...

939 pages | 303 colour & 33 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254875 2021 9783030655150 £129.99

The Marine Environment and Biodiversity
Michael Kent(Author), Ann Fullick(Editor)
Written primarily for 16–19-year-old students, this primer introduces the key features of the
marine environment and explores definitions of marine biodiversity at different levels of
biological organization: genetic, species, ecosystem, and...

192 pages | 100 colour photos and colour illustrations | Oxford University
Press

Paperback #254873 Jan-2022 9780198869085 £19.99

Shores and Shallows of Coffin Bay
An Identification Guide
Brian Saunders(Author)
This photographic guide aids identification, describes habitats within Coffin Bay at the southern
tip of the Eyre Peninsula, South Australia, and includes some notes on the species. Most of the
species illustrated are also found in other...

224 pages | colour photos, maps | Eyre Peninsula Natural Resources

Paperback #254919 2012 9780646579580 £49.99

Herbivorous Fishes
Culture and Use for Weed Management
Karol Opuszynski(Author), Jerome V Shireman(Author)
Published in 1995. This book is not designed as a culture manual for herbivorous fishes, but
the reader is directed to other sources. This book should meet the needs that exist for a
comprehensive publication on herbivorous fishes.

223 pages | CRC Press

Paperback #254845 2021 9780367218454 £49.95
Hardback #254846 2019 9780367218447 £160.00

The Parrot in the Mirror
How Evolving to Be Like Birds Made Us Human
Antone Martinho-Truswell(Author)
We humans are not like other mammals. We look like them, but we don't act like them. In fact,
many of our defining human traits: our longevity, intelligence, monogamy and childrearing, and
learning and language, all deep parts of what it means to...

224 pages | 4 plates with colour photos; 19 b/w illustrations | Oxford
University Press

Hardback #254346 Mar-2022 9780198846109 £18.99

The Pursuit of Kindness
An Evolutionary History of Human Nature
Éamonn Toland(Author)
Richard Dawkins once wrote, "Let us try to teach generosity and altruism, because we are born
selfish." In Éamonn Toland's opinion, he was wrong.The Pursuit of Kindness is an evolutionary
history of human nature which provides...

256 pages | Liberties Press

Hardback #255069 2021 9781912589210 £18.99
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Ecology

Through the Lens of Anthropology
An Introduction to Human Evolution and Culture
Robert J Muckle(Author), Laura Tubelle de González(Author), Stacey L Camp(Author)
Through the Lens of Anthropology is a concise introduction to anthropology that uses the twin
themes of food and sustainability to illustrate the connected nature of the discipline's many
subfields. The third edition remains a highly readable...

448 pages | 150+ colour illustrations and colour maps | University of
Toronto Press

Paperback #255049 Jan-2022 9781487540159 £56.99
Hardback #255048 Jan-2022 9781487540142 £122.99

The Social Instinct
How Cooperation Shaped the World
Nichola Raihani(Author)
Why cooperate? This may be the most important scientific question we have ever, and will
ever, face.The science of cooperation tells us not only how we got here, but also where we
might end up. Cooperation explains how strands of DNA gave rise to...

304 pages | Jonathan Cape

Hardback #255079 2021 9781787332041 £19.99

Adaptation
Elisabeth A Lloyd(Author)
Natural selection causes adaptation, the fit between an organism and its environment. For
example, the white and grey colouration of snowy owls living and breeding around the Arctic
Circle provides camouflage from both predators and prey. In this...

90 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #255026 2021 9781108727549 £14.99

Only in Africa
The Ecology of Human Evolution
Norman Owen-Smith(Author)
That humans originated from Africa is well-known. However, this is widely regarded as a
chance outcome, dependant simply on where our common ancestor shared the land with
where the great apes lived. This volume builds on the 'Out of Africa'...

376 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254948 Oct-2021 9781108959667 £34.99
Hardback #254949 Oct-2021 9781108832595 £69.99

The Species That Changed Itself
How Prosperity Reshaped Humanity
Edwin Gale(Author)
An inquisitive, expansive and fascinating exploration of humans as creatures of our own
makingOther species adapt to their environments; we alone create ours. Over generations, we
have remade the world to suit ourselves – using improved...

384 pages | Penguin Books

Paperback #255043 Jan-2022 9780141984988 £12.99
Hardback #255042 2020 9780241292693 £24.99

Palaeolithic Europe
A Demographic and Social Prehistory
Jennifer C French(Author)
In Palaeolithic Europe, Jennifer French presents a new synthesis of the archaeological,
palaeoanthropological, and palaeogenetic records of the European Palaeolithic, adopting a
unique demographic perspective on these first two million years of...

350 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254985 Oct-2021 9781108492065 £74.99

Biogeography in the Sub-Arctic
The Past and Future of North Atlantic Biotas
Eva Panagiotakopulu(Editor), Jon P Sadler(Editor)
There is no escaping the fact that the island biogeography of the North Atlantic Region is
singularly peculiar. Sitting in the north of the Atlantic Ocean, these islands have been
subjected to large-scale shifts in climate over the last few million...

400 pages | John Wiley & Sons

Hardback #255016 2021 9781118561478 £74.99

Quantitative Analysis of Ecological Networks
Mark RT Dale(Author), Marie-Josée Fortin(Author)
Network thinking and network analysis are rapidly expanding features of ecological research.
Network analysis of ecological systems includes representations and modelling of the
interactions in an ecosystem, in which species or factors are joined by...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #254930 2021 9781108740715 £39.99
Hardback #254929 2021 9781108491846 £89.99

The Ferals that Ate Australia
Dangerous Predators and Ravenous Herbivores: The Story of Australia's Feral Nightmare
Guy Hull(Author)
Isolation was once the impenetrable barrier that protected Australia and its unique fauna. But a
little over two hundred years ago a foreign power took possession and brought with it the
foreign animals that now dominate the country's ecosystem....

320 pages | ABC Books

Paperback #254910 2021 9780733341762 £49.99

Ecology
The Economy of Nature
Robert E Ricklefs(Author), Rick Relyea(Author)
The 9th edition of Ecology: The Economy of Nature is now supported in Achieve. Achieve
supports educators and students throughout the full range of instruction Macmillan's new
online learning tool Achieve features intuitive design, assessment,...

655 pages | colour & b/w photos, colour illustrations, colour maps, colour
tables | W.H. Freeman & Co. Ltd

Paperback #254844 2021 9781319383817 £59.99

A Visual Atlas for Soil Micromorphologists
Eric P Verrecchia(Author), Luca Trombino(Author)
This atlas is an up-to-date visual resource on the features and structures observed in soil thin
sections, i.e. soil micromorphology. The book addresses the growing interest in soil
micromorphology in the fields of soil science, earth science,...

177 pages | 81 colour & b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254896 2021 9783030678081 £34.99
Hardback #254895 2021 9783030678050 £44.99

Earth, Our Living Planet
The Earth System and its Co-Evolution With Organisms
Philippe Bertrand(Author), Louis Legendre(Author)
Earth is, to our knowledge, the only life-bearing body in the Solar System. This extraordinary
characteristic dates back almost 4 billion years. How to explain that Earth is teeming with
organisms and that this has lasted for so long? What makes...

572 pages | 98 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254891 2021 9783030677725 £32.99
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Earth System Sciences

Atlas of Fallen Dust in Kuwait
Ali Al-Dousari(Editor)
This book serves as an atlas of deposited dust and dust storms in Kuwait in relation to local
and global regions. It features a wealth of maps and images of dust storm trajectories in the
region, together with detailed descriptions of the chemical...

250 pages | 267 colour & 5 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254890 2021 9783030669799 £34.99
Hardback #254880 2021 9783030669768 £44.99

Plant-Fire Interactions
Applying Ecophysiology to Wildfire Management
Víctor Resco de Dios(Author)
This book provides a unique exploration of the inter-relationships between the science of plant
environmental responses and the understanding and management of forest fires. It bridges the
gap between plant ecologists, interested in the functional...

208 pages | 32 colour & 23 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254926 2021 9783030411947 £89.99
Hardback #252018 2020 9783030411916 £119.99

Geology of Cuba
Manuel Enrique Pardo Echarte(Editor)
The evolution of geological cartography in Cuba in its more than 135 years of history has been
possible through the consultation of numerous archival reports, publications, maps and
personal interviews with different authors and geologists of vast...

308 pages | 163 colour & 10 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254892 2021 9783030677978 £129.99

Die Geologie Europas [The Making of Europe: A Geological History]
Graham Park(Author), Heiner Flick(Translated by)
The continent of Europe, as a recognisable geographic entity, attained roughly its present
shape around 20 million years ago. Even since then, the European coastline has undergone
significant changes, due mainly to sea-level movements. Graham Park...

192 pages | 37 colour photos, 82 colour illustrations, 2 tables |
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft

Hardback #254963 2021 9783534272730 £64.99

Thawing Permafrost
Permafrost Carbon in a Warming Arctic
Jacobus van Huissteden(Author)
This book provides a cross-disciplinary overview of permafrost and the carbon cycle by
providing an introduction into the geographical distribution of permafrost, with a focus on the
distribution of permafrost and its soil carbon reservoirs. The...

573 pages | 169 colour & 29 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254894 2021 9783030313814 £99.99
Hardback #248523 2020 9783030313784 £129.99

Geopedia
A Brief Compendium of Geologic Curiosities
Marcia Bjornerud(Author), Haley Hagerman(Illustrator)
Geopedia is a trove of geologic wonders and the evocative terms that humans have devised to
describe them. Featuring dozens of entries – from Acasta gneiss to Zircon – this illustrated
compendium is brimming with lapidary and lexical...

200 pages | 49 b/w illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #254387 Mar-2022 9780691212579 £9.99

Framboids
David Rickard(Author)
Framboids may be the most astonishing and abundant natural features you've never heard of.
These microscopic spherules of golden pyrite consist of thousands of even smaller
microcrystals often arranged in stunning geometric arrays. They are...

360 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254944 2021 9780190080112 £63.99

Iberia, Land of Glaciers
How The Mountains Were Shaped By Glaciers
Marc Oliva(Editor), David Palacios(Editor), José M Fernández-Fernández(Editor)
Iberia, Land of Glaciers: How The Mountains Were Shaped By Glaciers aims to discuss the
impact of past glaciers in the current landscape of Iberia. Currently, there are only small
glaciers in the highest peaks of the Pyrenees that are the legacy of...

618 pages | Elsevier

Paperback #254960 2021 9780128219416 £127.00

The Isle of Wight
Landscape and Geology
John Downes(Author)
The Isle of Wight is a geological gem with its 110 km (68 mile) long coastline displaying a
range of rocks dating from Lower Cretaceous to Oligocene age. Many of the sands and clays
yield fossil bivalves and gastropods, and its famous dinosaur...

112 pages | 56 colour photos and colour illustrations, 70 colour maps |
Crowood Press

Paperback #255025 2021 9781785008924 £16.99

Climate Change and Plants
Biodiversity, Growth and Interactions
Shah Fahad(Editor), Osman Sönmez(Editor), Shah Saud(Editor), Depeng Wang(Editor), Chao
Wu(Editor), Muhammad Adnan(Editor), Veysel Turan(Editor)
Evidence is raised daily of the varying climate and its impression on both plants and animals.
Climatic changes influence all agriculture factors, which can potentially adversely affect their
productivity. Plant activities are intimately associated...

226 pages | 20 colour & 2 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #254962 2021 9780367623272 £125.00

The Peak District
Landscape and Geology
Tony Waltham(Author)
This book is one of a popular and exciting series that seeks to tell the story of some of Britain's
most beautiful landscapes. Written with the general reader – the walker, the lover of the
countryside – firmly in mind, these pages...

160 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps, colour tables
| Crowood Press

Paperback #254991 2021 9781785008740 £16.99

Fossils of the Kimmeridge Clay Formation, Volume 1
David M Martill(Editor), Steve Etches(Editor), Robert F Loveridge(Editor)
The Upper Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay Formation of the United Kingdom is spectacularly
exposed in the sea cliffs of its type locality in south Dorset. It is also seen intermittently through
Wiltshire, the home counties, Norfolk and Lincolnshire and in...

435 pages | 178 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Palaeontological Association

Paperback #254992 2020 9780901702746 £23.99
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Environmental & Social Studies

Fossils of the Kimmeridge Clay Formation, Volume 2
David M Martill(Editor), Steve Etches(Editor), Robert F Loveridge(Editor)
The Upper Jurassic Kimmeridge Clay Formation of the United Kingdom is spectacularly
exposed in the sea cliffs of its type locality in south Dorset. It is also seen intermittently through
Wiltshire, the home counties, Norfolk and Lincolnshire and in...

194 pages | 99 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Palaeontological
Association

Paperback #254993 2020 9780901702753 £17.99

The Geology of Greece
Dimitrios I Papanikolaou(Author)
This book introduces the reader to the unique geology of Greece. This country is a natural
geology laboratory that can help us understand the present-day active geodynamic processes
in the Hellenic orogenic arc, including earthquakes, volcanoes,...

345 pages | 234 colour & 70 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254982 2021 9783030607302 £129.99

Stratotype Sinémurien [French]
Pascal Neige(Editor), Jean-Louis Dommergues(Editor), Patrick De Wever(Foreword By),
Isabelle Rouget(Foreword By)
The Sinemurian stratotype – a Lower Jurassic stage – is an international geological reference
site located in the region of Semur-en-Auxois, a medieval town in Bourgogne-Franche-Comté.
Alcide d'Orbigny, one of the most...

320 pages | 201 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations; 11
tables | Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Paperback #255076 2021 9782856539613 £25.99

Hurricane Lizards and Plastic Squid
How the Natural World is Adapting to Climate Change
Thor Hanson(Author)
A fascinating insight into climate change biology around the globe, as well as in our own
backyards.Hurricane Lizards and Plastic Squid is the first major book by a biologist to focus on
the fascinating story of how the natural world is adjusting,...

304 pages | Icon Books

Hardback #255078 Feb-2022 9781785788475 £19.99

Plastic
An Autobiography
Allison Cobb(Author)
In Plastic: An Autobiography, Cobb's obsession with a large plastic car part leads her to explore
the violence of our consume-and-dispose culture, including her own life as a child of Los
Alamos, where the first atomic bombs were made. The...

352 pages | Nightboat Books

Paperback #255062 2021 9781643620381 £12.99

The Great Plant-Based Con
Why Eating a Plants-Only Diet Won't Improve Your Health or Save the Planet
Jayne Buxton(Author)
Almost every day we hear a call for us to reduce our consumption of meat and dairy, with the
long-term goal for many being the widespread conversion to a totally vegan lifestyle. 'Plant-
based' has become a term so worthy and ubiquitous that...

272 pages | Piatkus Books

Paperback #255074 Feb-2022 9780349427942 £14.99

The Easternmost Sky
Adapting to Change in the 21st Century
Juliet Blaxland(Author)
New from the author of The Times nature book of the year 2019.The Easternmost Sky
describes country life and living with coastal erosion, in the recent past, the present and the
relatable future. By exploring how climate and social changes are...

336 pages | Sandstone Press Ltd

Hardback #255080 2021 9781913207564 £14.99

The Environmentalist's Dilemma
Promise and Peril in an Age of Climate Crisis
Arno Kopecky(Author)
In The Environmentalist's Dilemma, award-winning journalist Arno Kopecky zeroes in on the
core predicament of our times: the planet may be dying, but humanity's doing better than ever.
To acknowledge both sides of this paradox is to enter a...

264 pages | Essays on Canadian Writing Press

Paperback #254940 Nov-2021 9781770416093 £14.95

Climate Emergency
How Societies Create the Crisis
Mark Harvey(Author)
The recognition that climate change is now a climate emergency has been endorsed by a wide
range of scientists and the United Nations. Natural scientists focus on the aggregate impacts of
human activity resulting from burning fossil fuels and...

256 pages | Emerald Group Publishing Limited

Paperback #254927 2021 9781800433335 £16.99

Ecology in Transport
Problems and Solutions
Aleksander Sładkowski(Editor)
This book analyzes how transport influences the ecology of various regions. Integrating
perspectives and approaches from around the globe, it examines the use of different types of
engines and fuels, and assesses the impact of vehicle design on the...

563 pages | 265 colour & 47 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Paperback #254925 2021 9783030423254 £99.99
Hardback #251527 2020 9783030423223 £129.99

The World for Sale
Money, Power and the Traders Who Barter the Earth's Resources
Javier Blas(Author), Jack Farchy(Author)
The modern world is built on commodities – from the oil that fuels our cars to the metals that
power our smartphones. We rarely stop to consider where they come from. But we should.In
The World for Sale, two leading journalists lift the lid on...

416 pages | Random House

Paperback #254453 Mar-2022 9781847942678 £9.99
Hardback #251914 2021 9781847942654 £19.99
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History & Other Humanities

Ending Hunger
The Quest to Feed the World Without Destroying It
Anthony Warner(Author)
Nutritionists tell you to eat more fish. Environmentalists tell you to eat less fish. Apparently they
are both right. It's the same thing with almonds, or quinoa, or a hundred other foods. But is it
really incumbent on us as individuals to...

333 pages | no illustrations | Oneworld Publications

Paperback #254455 Mar-2022 9780861542185 £10.99
Hardback #252007 2021 9781786079268 £16.99

Stop Saving the Planet!
An Environmentalist Manifesto
Jenny Price(Author)
We've been "saving the planet" for decades and environmental crises just get worse. All this
hybrid driving and LEED building and carbon trading seems to accomplish little to nothing –
and low-income communities continue to suffer...

144 pages | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #254859 2021 9780393540871 £7.99

The Restless and Relentless Mind of Wes Jackson
Searching for Sustainability
Robert Jensen(Author)
In more than four decades as president of The Land Institute, Wes Jackson became widely
known as one of the founders of the sustainable agriculture movement for his work on
perennial grains and Natural Systems Agriculture. But Jackson's...

152 pages | University Press of Kansas

Hardback #254899 2021 9780700630554 £26.50

World on Fire
Humans, Animals, and the Future of the Planet
Mark Rowlands(Author)
Mark Rowlands presents a novel analysis of three epoch-defining environmental problems:
climate, extinction, and pestilence. Our climate is changing at a rate that is unprecedented and,
if unchecked, disastrous. Species are disappearing hundreds or...

256 pages | Oxford University Press

Hardback #254986 2021 9780197541890 £22.99

The Use of Biodiversity in International Law
A Genealogy of Genetic Gold
Andreas Kotsakis(Author)
This book presents a legal genealogy of biodiversity – of its strategic use before and after the
adoption of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 1993.This history of 'genetic gold' details
how, with the aid of international law, the...

132 pages | Routledge

Hardback #254967 2021 9781138849099 £120.00

Recipe for Survival
What You Can Do to Live a Healthier and More Environmentally Friendly Life
Dana Ellis Hunnes(Author)
What can you do to improve your health and at the same time improve the health of our home
planet? Do you want to be a healthier and more sustainable consumer? In this straightforward,
easy-to-understand and entertaining book, dietitian and...

300 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #255008 2021 9781108832199 £19.99

Climate Change and Biodiversity Governance in the Amazon
At the Edge of Ecological Collapse?
Joana Castro Pereira(Author), Eduardo Viola(Author)
This book provides an analysis of the recent governance of the Amazon in Brazil, Peru, Bolivia
and Colombia with a particular focus on deforestation processes, demonstrating that current
policies and political and socioeconomic dynamics in the four...

160 pages | 4 b/w illustrations | Routledge

Hardback #254961 2021 9780367275549 £44.99

Brave Green World
How Science Can Save Our Planet
Chris Forman(Author), Claire Asher(Author)
How we can harness cutting-edge biology and manufacturing to fight waste and pollution.In
nature, there is little chemical waste; nearly every atom is a resource to be utilized by
organisms, ensuring that all the available matter remains in a...

256 pages | 100+ colour illustrations | MIT Press

Paperback #255003 2021 9780262044462 £24.99

Assessment of Ecological Footprints
Subramanian Senthilkannan Muthu(Editor)
This book highlights the concepts and assessment methods of ecological footprints. The
ecological footprint is defined as, "a measure of how much area of biologically productive land
and water an individual, population or activity requires to...

122 pages | 36 colour & 4 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254981 2021 9789811600951 £79.99

Sustainable Development Report 2020
The Sustainable Development Goals and COVID-19: Includes the SDG Index and Dashboards
Jeffrey D Sachs(Author), Guido Schmidt-Traub(Author), Christian Knoll(Author), Guillame
Lafortune(Author), Grayson Fuller(Author), Finn Woelm(Author)
The Sustainable Development Report 2020 features the SDG Index and Dashboards, the first
and widely used tool to assess country performance on the UN Agenda 2030 and the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The report shows that all countries need...

518 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #255022 2021 9781108994651 £29.99
Hardback #255021 2021 9781108834209 £99.99

Regeneration
Ending the Climate Crisis in One Generation
Paul Hawken(Author)
A radically new understanding of and practical approach to climate change by noted
environmentalist Paul Hawken, creator of the New York Times bestseller Drawdown.The
dangers of climate change and a warming world have been in the public eye for fifty...

256 pages | colour photos | Penguin Books

Paperback #254994 2021 9780141998916 £19.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Killer Instinct
The Popular Science of Human Nature in Twentieth-Century America
Nadine Weidman(Author)
A historian of science examines key public debates about the fundamental nature of humans to
ask why a polarized discourse about nature versus nurture became so entrenched in the
popular sciences of animal and human behaviour.Are humans innately...

368 pages | 20 b/w photos | Harvard University Press

Hardback #254997 Nov-2021 9780674983472 £36.95

No Wood, No Kingdom
Political Ecology in the English Atlantic
Keith Pluymers(Author)
In early modern England, wood scarcity was a widespread concern. Royal officials, artisans,
and common people expressed their fears in laws, petitions, and pamphlets, in which they
debated the severity of the problem, speculated on its origins, and...

296 pages | 13 illustrations | University of Pennsylvania Press

Hardback #254983 2021 9780812253078 £39.99

Reimagining Dinosaurs in Late Victorian and Edwardian Literature
How the ‘Terrible Lizard' Became a Transatlantic Cultural Icon
Richard Fallon(Author)
When the term 'dinosaur' was coined in 1842, it referred to fragmentary British fossils. In
subsequent decades, American discoveries – including Brontosaurus and Triceratops –
proved that these so-called 'terrible lizards'...

217 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #255028 Oct-2021 9781108834001 £74.99

The Metaphysics of Biology
John A Dupré(Author)
This Element is an introduction to the metaphysics of biology, a very general account of the
nature of the living world. The first part of the Element addresses more traditionally
philosophical questions – whether biological systems are...

75 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #255020 2021 9781009011105 £14.99

The Life of a Virus
Tobacco Mosaic Virus as an Experimental Model, 1930-1965
Angela NH Creager(Author)
We normally think of viruses in terms of the devastating diseases they cause, from smallpox to
AIDS. But in The Life of a Virus, Angela N. H. Creager introduces us to a plant virus that has
taught us much of what we know about all viruses, including...

352 pages | 30 b/w photos, 31 b/w illustrations, 3 tables | University of
Chicago Press

Paperback #255055 2002 9780226120263 £39.99
Hardback #255054 2002 9780226120256 £118.00

Killing Bugs for Business and Beauty
Canada's Aerial War against Forest Pests, 1913-1930
Mark Kuhlberg(Author)
Killing Bugs for Business and Beauty examines the beginning of Canada's aerial war against
forest insects and how a tiny handful of officials came to lead the world with a made-in-Canada
solution to the problem.Shedding light on a largely...

352 pages | 39 b/w illustrations | University of Toronto Press

Paperback #255046 Feb-2022 9781487526474 £28.99
Hardback #255045 Mar-2022 9781487508975 £62.99

Lakes and Empires in Macedonian History
Contesting the Waters
James Pettifer(Author), Miranda Vickers(Author)
Lakes and Empires in Macedonian History: Contesting the Waters tells the story of Psarades, a
lakeside village in Macedonian Greece on the shores of the Prespa lake. This village, which is
in many ways a completely typical Greek settlement and yet...

240 pages | 12 b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury
imprint)

Hardback #254915 2021 9781350226135 £84.99

The Pure State of Nature
Sacred Cows, Destructive Myths and the Environment
David Horton(Author), Judith Wright(Foreword By)
Spanning fifty thousand years and an entire continent, The Pure State of Nature presents a
passionate account of the Australian environment. The author argues that much of what
abounds in popular and scientific writing are myths. In this book, he...

208 pages | Routledge

Paperback #254850 2000 9781865081076 £34.99
Hardback #254849 2021 9780367719883 £120.00

Palm Oil Diaspora
Afro-Brazilian Landscapes and Economies on Bahia's Dendê Coast
Case Watkins(Author)
Behind the social and environmental destruction of modern palm oil production lies a long and
complex history of landscapes, cultures, and economies linking Africa and its diaspora in the
Atlantic World. Case Watkins traces palm oil from its...

320 pages | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #254922 2021 9781108478823 £74.99

Mankind and Deserts 1
Deserts, Aridity, Exploration and Conquests
Fernand Joly(Author), Guilhem Bourrié(Author), Yvette Dewolf(Foreword By)
The wild beauty of deserts has always been a source of fascination the world over. Mankind
and Deserts 1 – the first of three volumes – describes their location and geographic variety.
There are both hot and cold deserts, those...

176 pages | Wiley-ISTE

Hardback #254862 2021 9781786306302 £125.00

Tea Environments and Plantation Culture
Imperial Disarray in Eastern India
Arnab Dey(Author)
Arnab Dey examines the intersecting role of law, ecology, and agronomy in shaping the history
of tea and its plantations in British east India. He suggests that looking afresh at the legal,
environmental, and agro-economic aspects of tea production...

238 pages | 16 b/w illustrations, 2 maps, 5 tables | Cambridge University
Press

Paperback #254865 2021 9781108457613 £22.99
Hardback #243961 2018 9781108471305 £74.99
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Palaeontology

Mycology

Life at High Pressure
In the Deep Sea and Other Environments
Alister Macdonald(Author)
Life at High Pressure discusses the ways in which high hydrostatic pressure (i.e. water
pressure) affects all grades of life which thrive at pressures much greater than those in our
normal environment. The deep-sea is the best known high-pressure...

445 pages | 19 colour & 43 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #254877 0201 9783030675868 £32.99

Biophysics of DNA
Alexander Vologodskii(Author)
Surveying the very latest research, Biophysics of DNA describes the physical properties of
DNA in the context of its biological functioning. It is designed to enable both students and
researchers of molecular biology, biochemistry and physics to...

272 pages | 16 colour & 155 b/w illustrations, 9 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #254914 2021 9781009045810 £34.99
Hardback #217572 2015 9781107034938 £75.99

Testosterone
The Story of the Hormone that Dominates and Divides Us
Carole Hooven(Author)
Through riveting personal stories and the latest research, Harvard evolutionary biologist Carole
Hooven shows how testosterone drives the behaviour of the sexes apart and how
understanding the science behind this hormone is empowering for all.The...

352 pages | Cassell

Hardback #254958 2021 9781788402927 £16.99

Soul Mate Biology
Science of Attachment and Love
Gregor Majdic(Author)
Love, one of the most profound of human emotions, love that accompanies us from puberty to
old age, love that follows us from ancient times to modern, from ancient writings, through the
Bible and the texts of medieval scribes to modern day books and...

220 pages | 31 b/w illustrations | Springer Nature

Hardback #255004 2021 9783030672119 £79.99

Plague: A Very Short Introduction
Paul Slack(Author)
Throughout history plague has been the cause of many major catastrophes. It was responsible
for the 'Plague of Justinian' in 542, the Black Death of 1348, and the Great Plague of London in
1665, as well as for devastating epidemics in China...

160 pages | 19 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #255061 2021 9780198871118 £8.99

The End of Epidemics
How to Stop Viruses and Save Humanity Now
Jonathan D Quick(Author), Bronwyn Fryer(Co-Author), David Heymann(Foreword By)
COVID-19 was the dystopian nightmare pandemic experts warned us about. How do we stop it
from ever happening again?COVID-19 catapulted us into a science-fiction scenario: seemingly
overnight, literally billions of people around the globe had their...

320 pages | Scribe Publications

Paperback #255050 2021 9781912854486 £10.99

Brainscapes
An Atlas of Your Life on Earth
Rebecca Schwarzlose(Author)
A trailblazing journey into the brain, showing how perception, thought, and action all depend on
'maps' etched into your gray matter – and how technology can use these maps to read your
mindYour brain is a collection of maps. That is no...

320 pages | Profile Books

Hardback #255075 2021 9781788160520 £19.99

Mammoths and Neanderthals in the Thames Valley
Excavations at Stanton Harcourt Oxfordshire
Katharine Scott(Author), Christine M Buckingham(Author)
Today the Upper Thames Valley is a region of green pastures and well-managed farmland,
interspersed with pretty villages and intersected by a meandering river. The discovery in 1989
of a mammoth tusk in river gravels at Stanton Harcourt, Oxfordshire,...

251 pages | 133 colour photos and colour & b/w illustrations, 55 tables |
Archaeopress

Paperback #254945 2021 9781789699647 £44.99

Quaternary Vegetation Dynamics
The African Pollen Database
Jürgen Runge(Editor), William D Gosling(Editor), Anne-Marie Lézine(Editor), Louis
Scott(Editor)
This book celebrates the relaunch of the African Pollen Database, presents the state-of-the-art
of modern and ancient pollen data from sub-Saharan Africa, and promotes Open Access
science. Pollen grains are powerful tools for the study of past...

442 pages | 40 colour & 50 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #255006 Oct-2021 9780367755089 £76.99

DK Handbook: Dinosaurs and Other Prehistoric Life
Hazel Richardson(Author)
A comprehensive pocket guide to dinosaurs and prehistoric animals and the world they
inhabited millions of years ago. Packed with more than 700 full-colour illustrations, this
definitive pocket guide paints a vivid portrait of extraordinary dinosaurs...

224 pages | 700+ colour photos, colour illustrations, and colour
distribution maps | Dorling Kindersley

Flexibound #254852 Oct-2021 9780241470992 £9.99

Atlas of Quaternary Pollen and Spores in China
Lingyu Tang(Editor), Limi Mao(Editor), Junwu Shu(Editor), Chunhai Li(Editor), Caiming
Shen(Editor), Zhongze Zhou(Editor), Zhiyan Zhou(Foreword By)
This book provides an important reference guide to pollen and spore identification for Chinese
Quaternary palynological studies. Presenting and describing more than 400 colour
photomicrographs of pollen grains and spores retrieved from sediments in...

578 pages | 474 colour & 43 b/w photos and illustrations, tables |
Springer Nature

Paperback #255051 2021 9789811371059 £109.99
Hardback #250176 2020 9789811371028 £159.99
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Grundkurs Pilzbestimmung: Eine Praxisanleitung für Anfänger und Fortgeschrittene
[Basic Course in Mushroom Identification: A Practical Guide for Beginners and
Advanced Learners]
Rita Lüder(Author)
This book, unique in its design, allows readers to learn about mushrooms in a simple,
systematic and thus secure manner. The basic course guides the reader step-by-step through
the systematic identification of fungi with an easy-to-use-key. The...

480 pages | 2000+ colour photos | Quelle & Meyer Verlag

Hardback #254921 2020 9783494018591 £44.99
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